Product Guide for Hearing Professionals

INTUIS

™

Easy on the ears

INTUIS

Easy

to wear.

The INTUIS™ family of hearing solutions offers more features
than any other in its class. This new product line was designed
by Siemens to deliver some of the latest hearing instrument
technology advancements in performance, reliability, and
comfort – all at an attractive price.
INTUIS offers a complete product line, making it easy to fit
all types of hearing losses. The directional Behind-the-Ear
instruments include power and superpower models, and the
custom family features a new, powerful Micro-CIC™. INTUIS
even offers an open fit BTE – the first ever in this category.
With INTUIS, there’s something for everyone.
INTUIS. It’s effective, reliable, and simply intuitive.

Comfort from the start.
INTUIS is an extremely comfortable hearing
solution inside and out. The proven and
innovative designs seen throughout the
product line make it extremely easy-towear. Sleek, ergonomic BTE housings are
tailored to the natural shape of the ear
for comfortable, everyday use. For those
who prefer an open ear BTE, INTUIS Life
utilizes ultra-thin LifeTubes and soft,
non-occluding LifeTips, for maximum
cosmetic appeal and convenience.
The full line of custom models, including
new, powerful Micro-CICs with optional
multi-memory capabilities, proves to be
the most convenient, most comfortable,
and most capable hearing solutions
available in its class today.

Like your clients, the INTUIS family
takes cosmetic appeal very seriously.
After all, hearing instruments can only
work if they’re worn. So in addition to
the comfortable, ergonomic designs,
INTUIS BTEs come in an array of colors
to match a wide range of hair and skin
tones, and are even available in fun
colors. You may be surprised to find that
the newest colors like pearl white, light
pink and light blue delight your adult
clients as much as pediatric ones.
With an expanded fitting range and
choice of styles – even in custom models –
INTUIS makes it easier for you to help
your clients select the best possible
solution.
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Using computerized manufacturing
processes, INTUIS custom models
incorporate a receiver suspension,
which provides shock resistance and
greater reliability. Combined with
new ferro fluid receivers, the receiver
suspension gives greater reliability and
acoustical stability.

Intuitive technology.

Inside and out.
Built to last.
Today’s technology is only as good as the
craftsmanship of the hearing instrument.
Every hearing solution must stand up to
rigorous conditions like perspiration,
humidity, and cerumen – natural
conditions that all hearing instrument
wearers experience. With INTUIS,
reliability is a standard feature in every
model. INTUIS is engineered for longterm performance, using advanced
technological breakthroughs, as well as
tried-and-true standards in dependability
and quality.
INTUIS custom models are manufactured
using a new proprietary process of
receiver placement that ensures
maximum mechanical stability.
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And, that’s not all… INTUIS custom
instruments are available with the latest
in wax protection – C-Guard™. C-Guard’s
technology protects by preventing
cerumen, as well as moisture and other
debris, from entering the receiver.
C-Guard’s thin, membrane-like barrier
actually seals off the receiver, while
remaining acoustically transparent. And
besides being effective, it’s much more
convenient than other solutions that
require frequent cleaning and changing.
C-Guard is optional for all INTUIS custom
models, including Micro-CIC.
All INTUIS BTEs are built with
nanocoating – a housing finish pioneered
exclusively by Siemens. Nanocoating
actually repels perspiration, moisture,
and debris to decrease the likelihood
that these substances may damage the
instruments – increasing reliability and
ensuring long-term performance.

Ingenious.
Inside.
INTUIS intelligently integrates key
advances in hearing technology, making
it an intuitive hearing system that
effectively responds to the changing
situations of everyday life. INTUIS
introduces comfort technology to the
basic category in all models – from
Micro-CIC through BTE. From improving
understanding in noise, to reducing
feedback, to simplifying maintenance,
INTUIS brings a new level of hearing
technology to a simpler class of solutions.
It’s simply intuitive. It’s simply INTUIS.
Directional microphone technology
is the only hearing instrument
technology that has been proven to
improve speech understanding in noisy
environments. INTUIS offers directional
microphone systems in most every
model, offering benefits to more of your
clients. INTUIS S Dir, INTUIS Dir, and
INTUIS SP Dir, utilize directional
microphones and offer benefits for mild
to profound hearing losses. What’s more,
the INTUIS S Dir BTE is so small –
merging benefit with cosmetic appeal.
For those who want directionality in an
even more inconspicuous style, most
custom models offer optional directional
microphones as well.

Until now, feedback cancellation has
often been available only in premium
hearing instruments. Until INTUIS!
All INTUIS models include feedback
cancellation as a standard feature.
Siemens feedback cancellation is so
intuitive that it actually reduces or
eliminates feedback without affecting
sound quality. With INTUIS, wearers can
comfortably enjoy the sounds around
them without annoying whistling or
squealing.
Siemens has integrated recent
advancements in noise reduction
technology to make INTUIS more
comfortable to wear in noisy situations.
Steady-state sounds like the hum of a
refrigerator or air conditioner and noise
from traffic are effectively reduced –
instantly! Wearers can confidently and
easily focus on their conversations
without being distracted.
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From technological features
to color offerings, every
detail of INTUIS was designed
to outdo all other solutions
in its class by offering great
performance, reliability and
comfort. And then some.
C-Guard wax protection is
available for INTUIS custom
models, and offers a level of
protection not found in any
other simple solution.
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Talk

for hours.
Telephone compatibility is a must for
most hearing instrument wearers,
regardless of the level of technology
they seek in a hearing instrument.
INTUIS S Dir, INTUIS Dir, and
INTUIS SP Dir BTEs provide wearers
with mild to profound hearing loss
with telecoils for optimum telephone
use. For maximum convenience and
comfort, most INTUIS custom models
offer an AutoPhone option. AutoPhone
automatically engages the telecoil
whenever the wearer uses a hearing
instrument compatible telephone.

When the phone is moved away from the
ear, the instrument automatically returns
to the microphone mode and to the most
recent program setting. AutoPhone can
even be used with mobile and cordless
phones by using a magnet accessory.
It’s that easy – just the way it should be.
From directional models that ensure
easy understanding in noisy situations to
the advanced manufacturing processes
that ensure sturdy, well-fitting custom
instruments, quality is built into every
detail – inside and out – of every INTUIS
model. All of this translates into a higher
level of performance, and longer wearing
time – all in a simple solution.
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The ABCs of INTUIS
for pediatric solutions.
Offering more than any other comparable
pediatric solution: that’s INTUIS, making
pediatric fitting as easy as ABC. Siemens
is fully committed to providing a
complete program for pediatric needs.
Our kid g-ear™ pediatric program
includes a wide variety of products
and materials to support Hearing Care
Professionals, children with hearing loss,
as well as their parents and caregivers.
Because starting out right is important
for their future.
The INTUIS family represents one
piece of our vision to assist you to help
children hear.
INTUIS offers more for children than any
other basic solution. In fact, INTUIS Dir
and INTUIS SP Dir are equipped with the
necessary features for fitting infants and
children with mild to profound hearing
loss, at an affordable price. With a mini
directional BTE, INTUIS S Dir; an open
fit BTE, INTUIS Life; and a full range
of custom products, the INTUIS line
also offers excellent solutions for older
children and teens.

Audibility: INTUIS is flexible and
powerful enough when needed to meet
prescriptive targets for mild through
severe-profound hearing losses, ensuring
audibility and comfort.
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BTEs with directional microphones,
audio input, noise reduction and
more – INTUIS is available in colors
kids love, including light pink and light
blue for infants.
Comfort: INTUIS’ flexible programming
ensures loud sounds do not exceed
targets and are below uncomfortable
levels. Ergonomic designs help to ensure
long-term wear.

Dependability: INTUIS BTEs are the
only hearing instruments in their class
with nanocoating for protection from
moisture, sweat and debris. Proven BTE
designs stand up to the challenge of
fitting even the most active children.
Everyone: INTUIS makes great
technology affordable for everyone!
FM: INTUIS Dir and INTUIS SP Dir make
using FM systems easy with automatic
audio shoe detection, so the child always
receives the intended signal with no
added effort from parents or teachers.
Intuitive software with pediatric fitting
features, parent and teacher counseling
materials, storybooks, accessories,
staff experts for pediatric fitting and
programming technical assistance, and
more – Siemens offers everything you
need to assist you in this important area
of hearing care.

Simple

to fit.
The good news doesn’t stop at the
comfortable design and impressive
technology. Hearing solutions should be
simple to fit, so INTUIS was designed with
an exceptionally easy-to-use intuitive
interface that supports all aspects of the
fitting. The latest version of CONNEXX™
software stays true to the principle
of “what you see is what you get.” All
programming parameters are clearly
accessible with a focus on simplicity, easy
and efficient navigation, and a logical
workflow-based structure.
With a new interface design and an
enhanced FirstFit™ flow, CONNEXX
delivers powerful functionality in a clean
and simple package. Its clear architecture
empowers you to perform quick, successful
fittings, producing satisfied clients right
from the start. This means more time to
devote to your clients and your business.
Even if you’ve never used CONNEXX, you’ll
be surprised at how simply intuitive it is.

The latest version of
CONNEXX is easier and
more intuitive than ever,
enabling professionals to
ensure faster and better
fittings for all Siemens
hearing instruments.
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Technology

at a glance.

INTUIS Life

INTUIS Dir

INTUIS SP Dir

Gain Channels

4

4

4

4

No. of Hearing Programs

1

1-4

1-4

1-4

Compression Channels

4

4

4

4

Adjustable Crossover Frequency

S

S

S

S

Microphone Noise Reduction

S

S

S

S

Programmable MPO

S

S

S

S

Noise Reduction

S

S

S

S

Directional Microphone System

N

S

S

S

Feedback Cancellation

S

S

S

S

Programmable VC

N

N

S

S

Power-on Delay

S

S

S

S

Push Button

N

S

S

S

Telecoil

N

S

S

S

AutoPhone

N

N

N

N

Automatic Audio Shoe Detection

N

N

S

S

Nanocoating

S

S

S

S

Battery Size

312

13

13

675

N
S
O
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INTUIS S Dir

Not Available
Standard Feature
Optional

INTUIS. Hearing in color.
BTEs are available in the following colors.

Pearl White

Beige

Brown

Gray

Granite
INTUIS
Micro-CIC/
Power CIC

INTUIS
Mini Canal/
Power MC

INTUIS
ITC/Half-Shell

INTUIS
ITE/Power ITE

4

4

4

4

1-4

1-4

1-4

1-4

4

4

4

4

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

N

N

O

O

S

S

S

S

N

O

O

O

S

S

S

S

O

O

O

O

N

O

O

O

N

O

O

O

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
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10

312

312/13

Silver

Black

Translucent Blue

Translucent Green

Translucent Orange

Translucent Pink

Translucent Purple

Light Blue*

Light Pink*

INTUIS instruments
are available in a
variety of colors
for virtually every
hair color and skin
complexion.

Transparent

* Available only for INTUIS S Dir and
INTUIS SP Dir.
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